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Spatial transcriptomics: putting genome-wide expression on
the map
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Extensive efforts are underway to comprehensively characterize
changes in the human brain transcriptome in neurodevelop-
mental and neuropsychiatric disorders. Although bulk RNA-
sequencing (RNA-seq) in postmortem human brain has identified
many molecular associations with psychiatric disease, analysis of
homogenate brain tissue can mask the heterogeneity of associa-
tions within and across specific cell types. Although computational
approaches exist to deconvolute cell-type-specific effects from
bulk data, these approaches largely control for cellular hetero-
geneity across samples [1] and do not pinpoint candidate cell
types harboring transcriptional differences [2]. However, rapid
progress towards characterizing the cell types that make up the
brain has been achieved by major advances in single-cell (sc) and
single-nuclei (sn) approaches, which are revealing molecular
profiles of distinct cell populations. However, these methods still
require tissue dissociation, which removes molecularly defined cell
types from their spatial environment. This is problematic, because
the ability to assess gene expression as a function of neuroa-
natomy and cytoarchitectural organization will be critical for
interpreting molecular and genetic associations.
Methods such as laser-capture microdissection allow for

transcriptome-wide profiling in a defined spatial area, but tissue is
removed from the surrounding spatial context, making it difficult to
analyze gradients of gene expression. The rapidly accelerating field
of spatial transcriptomics utilizes techniques that examine the
location of hundreds of gene targets in intact tissue slices. In situ
sequencing and fluorescent in situ hybridization-based technologies
have achieved high levels of multiplexing in single cells of mouse
brain using padlock probes or barcoding strategies in combination
with sequential rounds of probing, imaging, and stripping (reviewed
in refs. [3, 4]). However, even for methodologies that can
accommodate hundreds of transcripts simultaneously, molecular

crowding within cells leads to fluorescence overlap posing
significant microscopy and computational challenges [3, 5].
Although not yet sc in resolution, additional platforms such as

Slide-seq [6] and SPATiAL transcriptomics [7] have emerged to
provide positional context of genome-wide expression in intact
tissue sections. SPATiAL generates transcriptome-wide RNA-seq data
through capture of polyadenylated RNA on arrays containing
positional molecular barcodes that are introduced during
cDNA synthesis, which occurs on the surface of the tissue section.
Barcoded cDNA is then cleaved, prepared into libraries, and
sequenced on a standard Illumina platform. Each RNA is then
mapped back to its spatial location within 1 of ~1000 different
molecular positions in a 6mm2 array. Although these approaches
have not yet been widely applied to postmortem human brain,
SPATiAL has been used to identify perturbations in transcriptional
pathways for several normal and pathological human tissues,
including the spinal cord [8].
Ultimately, understanding the molecular basis of psychiatric

disease will require linking molecularly defined cell types to
measures of function, including correlates of morphology,
physiology, and connectivity. Analyzing gene expression within
the existing tissue architecture in the human brain is the next
step. These rapidly evolving spatial transcriptomics techniques
open possibilities for combining spatial expression maps with
sc/snRNA-seq data using spatial registration approaches to add
anatomical dimensions to existing datasets and further refine cell-
type classifications in the human brain. Importantly, these spatial
transcriptomic approaches capture gene expression in the
cytoplasm and neurites (Fig. 1), which has been largely missed
by snRNA-seq approaches in human brain tissue. This is important,
because synaptically localized mRNAs may be especially relevant
for understanding genetic risk for psychiatric disorders as
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genome-wide association study signals are preferentially enriched
for synaptic neuropil transcripts [9].
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Role for kappa-opioid system in stress-induced cocaine
use uncovered with PET
Derek Blevins1 and Diana Martinez1
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Cocaine use disorder (CUD) continues to affect nearly a million
American adults. While significant efforts have been made to find
an effective pharmacotherapeutic, primarily targeting the brain’s
reward system, there remain few treatment options. In the past
30 years, animal models and post-mortem human studies have
elucidated the role of the dynorphin–kappa opioid receptor
(KOR) system in the maintenance of cocaine use, particularly
during the negative affect state, also termed the “dark side” of
addiction [1]. Animal models have shown that blockade or
genetic deletion of the KOR attenuates stress-induced cocaine-
seeking behavior [2]. Importantly, this effect is selective for
stress: blocking the KOR does not change cocaine-primed
reinstatement [2]. Post-mortem human studies have shown
increases in KOR in limbic areas in fatal overdose victims [3].

However, there has been little advancement to evaluate the
effects of KOR antagonists in individuals with CUD, despite the
lack of currently available treatment options.
Our recent study sought to evaluate the association between

the dynorphin–KOR system and a laboratory model of stress-
induced relapse and binge cocaine use using positron emission
tomography (PET) [4]. Imaging with the KOR selective agonist
[11C]GR103545 in volunteers with CUD showed a significant
association between KOR binding and cocaine self-
administration following stress induced by a cold-pressor test.
This result suggests that CUD individuals with higher levels of
KOR binding are more prone to relapse to cocaine use under
stressful conditions compared to those with lower levels of KOR
availability. Additionally, after a 3-day cocaine binge in the

Fig. 1 Spatial resolution of cell-type-specific gene expression in the
human brain. Bulk homogenate tissue contains heterogeneous cell
types with distinct spatial orientations. Spatial transcriptomic
approaches, such as SPATiAL, use spotted arrays with positional
molecular barcodes that tag cDNA synthesized in intact tissue
sections with a spatial location allowing gene expression to be
mapped back to a histological image (i.e., specific cortical layers).
Parallel sc/sn RNA-seq approaches define gene expression in
individual cells dissociated from homogenate tissue. Integrating
spatial transcriptomic data with sc/snRNA-seq data opens possibi-
lities for adding anatomical dimensions to existing datasets, to
better understand cell-type-specific molecular profiles in the human
brain during development and psychiatric disease
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